If you’re responsible for providing security for Shopping
Centers, Apartment Communities, Construction Sites,
Office Parks, or any one of a dozen other location types,
we’d like to ask you a few questions:

With Watch Commander:
•
•

1) Does your Security
Provider give you the details
of their patrol routes?
2) Do they provide details
about officer performance
standards?
3) Do they give you reports
detailing how well their
officers are doing in meeting
these standards?
4) Are the reports they give
you current, or is the data
over a week old?
5) Are you getting usable
reports, or are they giving
you raw data that you need to spend time analyzing?
6) Is your Security Provider using supervisory tools that
allow them to correct deficiencies before they become
serious security issues.
7) Do they give you online real-time access to the patrol
data and reports?
If your answer to any of these questions is ‘NO’, we’ll ask
you one more question: How do you know that your
security program is working?
The primary reason that a security officer is on site, is to
Observe, Report, and Provide a uniformed presence that
deters crime. Let’s face it, criminals don’t want to
commit a crime where they’ll be observed by a security
officer, but if security officers get lazy and don’t make
patrols when they should, they cannot observe or report,
and they most certainly will not deter crime.

There is a solution: Watch Commander

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

An Android Smart-Phone replaces a dedicated
tracking device.
The phone scans a barcode at each designated
checkpoint location.
It matches the current GPS coordinates against
the coordinates for the scanned checkpoint.
In real-time the location scan is transmitted to
the web for immediate viewing.
An internal phone timer reminds the officer
before they're late for the next checkpoint
location scan.
The App is self-documenting and can remind
officers where the checkpoints are located,
keeping re-training to a minimum.
Our proprietary Client Connect feature gives
you a simple color coded screen that
summarizes the status of each active site.
If an officer goes beyond a designated gap time,
an automatic email lets you know corrective
action is needed.
The mobile app lets officers send messages and
photos so you stay up-to-date on every site.

Watch Commander is a web-based Security Officer
Tracking system, NOT a Security Guard & Patrol
Service, so there’s no need to change security
providers. Ask you Security Service about Watch
Commander. They may even Thank You because
Watch Commander saves money!
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